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Abstract. In Japan, recently, reduction in the mathematical ability of the students

has been pointed out. Mathematical ability has shown to influence the future income.

Therefore, the efficient learning method in a university is needed for the students who

did not learn fundamental mathematics at a high school. The purpose of this paper is

to clarify that it is a necessity of the knowledge of the fundamental mathematics for the

understanding of the lecture of the faculty of economics. Concretely, we use the one-way

analysis of the grade of economic mathematics and total score. As a result, we clarify the

relation between the mathematics knowledge and the economics subject. In addition, we

propose the following means to improve the quality of education. In order to realize it,

teachers will assist the learning in the time outside the lecture or to create an auxiliary

document for Fail and Pass students. In addition, it is needed for the student who is not

good at math performing the motivation for selecting the mathematics subjects.
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1. Introduction. After the government guidelines for teaching of the 1989 notification,
it is said that the contents of the mathematics which we learn at a high school decreased
30 percent [1]. There are actually many students who are not learning some mathematical
subjects in the department of economics of Kobe Gakuin University [8, 9, 10].

However, Urasaka et al. [3] have reported that math learning gives a positive impact on
the income of students who have graduated from a private university liberal arts faculty.
Mathematics is one of the subjects that students must learn for their future.

The decrease in the math ability of college students has been pointed out. Mathematical
knowledge is indispensable in order to understand economics. However, the students who
do not know it are increasing yearly. Nakamura [4, 5] has studied about the relation
between mathematical capability and the understanding of economics from the results of
one certain subject.

It is difficult for a student to understand the same contents of learning in the present
lecture style under such a situation. In this paper, we aim at clarifying relationship of the
economic mathematics achievement and a student’s total score. Here, economic mathe-
matics is one of the subjects for supporting fundamental math ability. The total score
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is the number of overall points of the subject’s evaluation which the student mastered.
Furthermore, we discuss about the learning method which raises the educational quality.

Here, the purpose of this study is to propose the efficient teaching methods to teachers
in charge of basic mathematics, and to build a support system for students to learn
voluntarily mathematics subjects. Therefore, we need to discover the knowledge from a
large amount of performance data held by the university, and help it to improve the future
of education.

2. One-way Analysis of Variance. One-way analysis of variance experiments on a
certain factor to two or more levels in the completely random order to analyze the factor
of the characteristic. Table 1 shows the data organization used by the one-way analysis
[11].

Table 1. Data organization

Level Data Sum Average

A1 TA1
Ā1

...
...

...

Ai xij TAi
Āi

...
...

...

Aa TAa
Āa

T =
∑

TAi
T̄ =

∑

Āi

The jth data xij with ith treatment group is formulated by

xij = µi + eij (1)

where, µi is the mean of the observations for the ith treatment group, and eij is normally
distributed zero-mean random error. Here, the sum of square of the one-way analysis can
be divided as follows

ST = Se + SA =
∑∑

(

xij − Āi

)2

+ n
∑

(

Āi − T̄
)2

(2)

Table 2 is an analysis of variance table. Here, a is the number of levels, and n is the
number of experimental units.

Table 2. Analysis of variance table

Sum of squares Degrees of freedom Mean square F
Treatments SA fA = a − 1 VA = SA/fA VA/Ve

Error Se fe = a(n − 1) Ve = Se/fe −
Total ST fT = an − 1 − −

3. Numerical Experiment and Analysis. The purpose of this study is to clarify that
it is a necessity of the knowledge of the fundamental mathematics for the understanding
of economics. Therefore, xij is given as the total score of student j whose evaluation of
economic mathematics I and II is Ai.

xij = 4 · aS
j + 3 · aA

j + 2 · aB
j + 1 · aC

j (3)

where, a∗

j is the number of ∗ evaluations that student j has acquired so far (S: Excellent,
A: Good, B: Fair, C: Pass). Table 3 shows the sample of the data used to experiment
(data of the first year in economic mathematics I).
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Table 3. Sample data of the first year in economic mathematics I

Excellent 24 31 45 35 38 25 46 · · ·
Good 25 32 26 32 23 43 27 · · ·
Fair 31 40 30 35 40 29 21 · · ·
Pass 6 24 18 14 31 14 25 · · ·
Fail 6 7 13 11 21 17 26 · · ·

Non-choose 12 9 5 4 4 11 1 · · ·

Moreover, Table 4 is the breakdown of the evaluation of learning results of economic
mathematics I and II. Here, ⌈I⌋ and ⌈II⌋ mean economic mathematics I and II, respectively.
Moreover, the data of economic mathematics II of the first year is lacked. The evaluation
of learning results of the 3rd year and the 4th year does not have Excellent.

Table 4. The breakdown of the economic mathematics I and II

The ratio of Non-choose in mathematics II is higher than mathematics I. This shows
that the student who selects economic mathematics II is fewer than economic mathematics
I. This reason is that the content of economic mathematics II is difficult. A student not
good at mathematics tends to avoid selecting it. It is paid attention to that the ratio
of Fail in economic mathematics I is comparatively high. This lecture includes a lot of
content of high school mathematics. Therefore, it is considered that it is because there
are a lot of students who take the test without studying.

Next, the analysis of variance table obtained by one-way analysis of variance is shown
in Table 5.

Table 5. The analysis of variance table
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Figure 1. The boxplot in economics mathematics I

Figure 2. The plots of the mean value in economics mathematics I

From Table 5, it is shown that the results in all years achieve statistical significance.
In a word, the evaluation of learning results of economic mathematics is related to the
total score. In addition, the boxplot of data concerning economic mathematics I and II
is shown in Figure 1 and Figure 3, respectively. Figure 2 and Figure 4 are plots of the
mean value. In these figures, a year rises to the right from the left. And, the evaluation
of learning results rises to the right from the left. Note that, the vertical axis shows the
total score.

From these figures, the mean value of the total score of the student who acquires
Excellent or Good is higher than that of the student of Non-choose in any year. In a
word, the student who understands mathematics gets a good score. The understanding
of mathematics is indispensable for the study of economics. Therefore, it is thought that
the student with a good grade of economic mathematics understands other classes easily.
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Figure 3. The boxplot in economics mathematics II

Figure 4. The plots of the mean value in economics mathematics II

Oppositely, the total score of the student who is the evaluation of Fail is low. It is thought
that the student of Non-choose has already studied in the high school or is not good at
mathematics. Therefore, decentralization is large.

Finally, we focus on the fourth year, and show the percentage of the performance
evaluation of the students who attended only economic mathematics I or II in Table 6. In
other words, in the evaluation of economic mathematics I being Good, and the percentage
of the students who did not attend the economy mathematics II is 18%.

From Table 6, 77% of student who was Fail in economic mathematics I, did not attend
economy mathematics II. Fail students were considered to be more difficult to pass the
difficult economic mathematics II than economic mathematics I. Therefore, A student not
good at mathematics tends to avoid economic mathematics II.
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Table 6. The rate of the only economic mathematics I and II

To improve the quality of education, we propose the following methods of two points
from these results.

1. Execution of supplementary learning method to shift student of Fail to Pass
2. Proposal of program that the student who does not like mathematics (Non-choose)

chooses a mathematics subject

1: When most of the students of Fail are of a high school, mathematics is not studied.
Such a student should spend time studying. That is, the teacher should propose to study
by the lecture overtime.
2: A student not good at mathematics tends to avoid the subject of mathematics. How-
ever, the knowledge of mathematics is needed in the specialized subject and the employ-
ment examination. An environment making that the student notices the necessity early
is requested.

4. Conclusion. The decrease in the math ability of students has been pointed out. We
analyzed the impact of the performance of mathematic subjects on the university results.
In this paper, we used the one-way analysis of the grade of economic mathematics and
total score. As a result, we clarified the relation between the mathematics knowledge
and the economics subject. In addition, we proposed the means to improve the quality
of education. It is possible for teacher to carry out the motivation for students to study
mathematics at an early stage. However, it is difficult of the after-class hour learning
assistance. Therefore, we think that it should be considered of some measures in all
teachers of the faculty of economics. In the future work, we will immediately compared
with other subjects. The ability of language and information, statistics is indispensable
in order to understand the economics. After we compared with them, we are planning
to build a support system that provides an efficient teaching method. In addition, we
believe we help to rethink the curriculum of the faculty of economics.
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